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Report purpose
To seek Council’s position in relation to a proposed LEP clause to enable the rebuilding or
replacement of Dwellings (including Secondary Dwellings) which have been damaged or
destroyed by a natural disaster.
Executive Summary
The NSW DPIE is proposing a new optional clause in the Standard Instrument (Local
Environmental Plans) Order to clarify that development consent may be granted to
development for the purposes of repairing or replacing a Dwelling (including Secondary
Dwellings) which have been damaged by a natural disaster. The method of
implementation would be via a State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP). The DPIE have
written to all local Councils to confirm whether they wish to opt in to this arrangement, and
to which zones and LEPs the Clause should be applied. It is recommended that the Central
Coast Council “opt in”.
Environment and Planning Recommendation
1

That Council resolve to agree to “opt in” to the amending State Environmental Planning
Policy (Amending SEPP) which will insert the Standard Clause into the relevant
participating Local Environmental Plans (LEPs), being:
a.
b.
c.

Wyong LEP, 2013;
Gosford LEP 2014; and
The Draft Central Coast LEP (when notified).

2

That the Standard Clause apply to all zones within the relevant LEPs.

3

That Council’s position be conveyed to NSW Department of Planning, Industry and
Environment (NSW DPIE) by 15 Feb 2021.
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Background
In September, 2020, The Department of Planning, Industry and Environment (DPIE), in
response to the devastating bushfire and flood events of 2020, sought feedback from all
NSW Councils on proposed planning amendments to support quicker rebuilds of Dwellings
(including Secondary Dwellings) following natural disasters (see Attachment 1 and 2 for
background material). The proposed clause and explanatory material were placed on public
exhibition until 31 August 2020. The Central Coast Council provided a submission raising
relevant issues (Attachment 3), for example:
•

•

•

•

Definitions and Clarifications: e.g., the term “natural disaster” should be defined in
the LEP; the terms are important for insurance purposes; what will be the
applicable construction standards; are there exemptions from development
contributions (Secondary Dwellings?)
Application and Implementation: e.g., a SEPP should cover natural disasters, with
a sunset clause of 24 months, enabling “like for like” rebuilding, having regard for
the hazard which destroyed the dwelling; natural disasters can occur in any zone.
5 years is considered too long, 2 years is supported;
Merits based assessment: e.g., the rebuild or repair may not be appropriate in the
same location; also it cannot be refused based on any development standards in
the LEP, where the LEP introduced new provisions following the date the dwelling
was approved. This creates an environment of confusion, as it appears to give a
DCP a higher power than an LEP; and
Any impact of/on “existing use rights”.

Current Status
Following the completion of the consultation period, the NSW DPIE has requested Council to
resolve and advise on the following Key Questions:
1
2

3

Do we want to opt in, and have the Clause added to our SI LEPs via a SEPP?
a.
Recommendation: “Yes”
What zones would we want included?
a.
Recommendation: All zones – Council cannot predict where a “natural
disaster” will occur and it should be applied to all land use zones.
What SI LEPs we would want included?
a.
Recommendation: Wyong LEP, 2013; Gosford LEP 2014 and the Draft
Central Coast LEP (when notified).

Report
On 31 August 2020, Council provided a submission (refer Attachment 3) in relation to public
exhibition by the NSW DPIE of the draft Optional Local Environmental Plan (LEP) Clause. This
Clause has been developed for insertion into the Standard Instrument LEP, and thereby,
directly into Council’s LEPs. The method of implementation would be via a State
Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP), which would be an inexpensive, uncomplicated and
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timely method for Council to enable buildings to be rebuilt and replaced where damaged or
destroyed by natural disasters. Council has recently been advised that the wording of the
Final draft Clause is as exhibited (Attachment 1). It is noted that being an Optional Clause,
Council also has the ability to decline, and to consider the inclusion of this clause, or a
modified version of the Clause, in future LEP amendment(s). As we are currently producing
the draft CC LEP, a local version of the Clause could be negotiated with NSW DPIE. It can be
easily added with no additional cost.
However, it is considered that inclusion into the SEPP will make it easier for people to repair
and replace buildings damaged by natural disasters and it is recommended that Council “opt
in” to ensure that these provisions can be applied to the Central Coast in the future.
Consultation
It is clear that DPIE has not had direct regard for the issues raised within Council’s
submission, as the draft Clause is identical to that circulated for consultation. Instead, the
Department has prepared the attached guidance material to address the concerns raised by
Councils (Attachment 2).
Financial Considerations
At its meeting held 19 October 2020, Council resolved the following:
1036/20

That any motions put before Council for the remainder of this term of Council
that have financial implications require the Chief Executive Officer to provide
a report on how those additional costs will be met.

The following statement is provided in response to this resolution of Council:
Adoption of the staff recommendation has no budget implications for Council.
Link to Community Strategic Plan
Theme 4: Responsible
Goal I: Balanced and sustainable development
R-I3: Ensure land use planning and development is sustainable and environmentally sound
and considers the importance of local habitat, green corridors, energy efficiency and
stormwater management.
Risk Management
There have been no risks identified at this stage to the natural and built environment
associated with the proposed amendment to WLEP 2013, GLEP 2014, or the draft CCLEP.
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Options
1

OR
2

Council advise NSW DPIE that it agrees to be included in the Amending SEPP, which
will insert the Standard Clause, to apply to all zones within the relevant SI LEPs;
Comment: This would be an inexpensive, uncomplicated and timely method for Council
to enable buildings to be rebuilt and replaced where damaged or destroyed by natural
disasters.
Should Council prefer to include a different version of the clause in the Central Coast SI
LEP(s), or at a later date, Council will need do so through the regular process for LEP
amendments.
Comment: As we are currently producing the draft CC LEP, a local version of the Clause
could be negotiated with NSW DPIE. It can be easily added with no additional cost.

Critical Dates or Timeframes
Council’s position must be conveyed to NSW Department of Planning Industry and
Environment (NSW DPIE) by 15 Feb 2021.
Attachments
1 Final Opt In Clause

Hyperlinked attachment

D14391227

2 Guidance Material

Hyperlinked attachment

D14387053

3 CCC Submission - DPIE - Draft LEP Clause for Hyperlinked attachment
Natural Disasters

D14174399
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